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Index; 1922 Nov 08 2020 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure
a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Making a Play Jun 15 2021 "#1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author"--Cover.
Protecting Her Jan 29 2020 The love story of Pearce and Rachel is rocked by a shocking twist in this third book of The Kensingtons. Pearce
knew he'd be punished for marrying Rachel, but the years keep passing by and nothing has happened. What's taking so long? Why haven't
they done anything? As he's left waiting and wondering, Pearce attempts to live a normal life as a loving husband and devoted father. But that
side of his life, the good side, is constantly being interrupted by the other side, the dark side, in which he's forced to do bad things. Being
Pearce's wife, Rachel is now deeply entrenched in a world she doesn't know exists and is surrounded by people she can't trust. But knowing
the truth could get her killed. So Pearce goes on, keeping his secret, living two separate lives. Eventually those lives are bound to collide, but
what will happen when they do?
Dr. Hottie May 27 2022 From Wall Street Journal & USA Today Bestseller Vivian Wood comes a sexy new STANDALONE romance novel. I'm
not a big believer in romance. I'm certainly not the type of woman to get drunk, meet a guy, and go to friggin Reno later that night to get
married. But Dr. Hottie himself, AKA Jack Stratton, changed all that. Even if it was all a lie. Okay, so our relationship is as fake as a bad spray
tan. It's all to show up our mutual exes, make them realize how much they miss us. Can I help it if he's so ridiculously handsome that simply
being near him makes me blush? And when he smiles at me... Maybe I should've nicknamed him Dr. Panty Dropper. And I admit, part of me is
head-over-heels in love with him. How can I not be when he keeps telling me we have to spend time together? We have to keep up the
charade. We have to kiss in private so it looks good when we do it for show. When my ex finally gets the message a month after our
"wedding", I'm left with two options. Go back to the man who the whole town says is right for me... or gather all my courage and strike off in a
new direction. A direction that includes a new future that Jack and I make, together.
Bliss Oct 08 2020
Always Us Jul 29 2022 Final book in The Jade Series! Includes an extended epilogue! The countdown has begun. Garret's running out of time
and he's losing patience as he waits for his father to take action. It's getting harder to keep this a secret from Jade, and he may not be able to
after an unexpected visitor stops by. Harper and Sean have their own dilemma, yet neither one of them understands what's really going on.
Jade and Garret don't want to get involved, but it's hard not to when they learn about the plan for Harper's future. But Jade and Garret have
to stay out of it. They have their own issues to deal with. With the timer literally ticking away, Garret decides to take matters into his own
hands. But does he have what it takes to end this? If he does this, he can't go back. He'll never be the same. But he may not have a choice.
He'll do whatever it takes to save Jade. Note: This is a New Adult Romance and contains mature language and situations.
Attraction Aug 06 2020 He is everything she doesn't want, so why does she want him so badly? From the New York Times Bestselling Author
Penny Reid One week. Private beach. Invisible girl. Jerk-faced bully. What's the worst that could happen? Kaitlyn Parker has no problem
being the invisible girl, which is why she finds herself hiding in various cabinets and closets all over her college campus. Despite her best
efforts, she can't escape the notice of Martin Sandeke--bad boy, jerkface bully, and the universe's hottest, wealthiest, and most unobtainable
bachelor--who also happens to be Kaitlyn's chemistry lab partner. Kaitlyn might be the only girl who isn't interested in exploiting his
stunning rower's build, chiseled features, and family's billionaire fortune. Kaitlyn wants Martin for his brain, specifically to tabulate findings
of trace elements in surface water. When Kaitlyn saves Martin from a nefarious plot, Martin uses the opportunity to push Kaitlyn out of her
comfort zone: spring break, one week, house parties, bathing suits, and suntan lotion. Can she overcome her aversion to being noticed? Will
he be able grow beyond his self-centered nature? Or, despite their obvious chemistry, will Martin be the one to drive Kaitlyn into the science
cabinet of obscurity for good? Elements of Chemistry: ATTRACTION is the first part in a three part series; it is 45k words; and it ends with a
cliffhanger. Part 1 (ATTRACTION) Available Now! (ends on a cliffhanger) Part 2 (HEAT) Available Now! (ends on a cliffhanger) Part 3
(CAPTURE) Available Now!
The Affiliate Jul 05 2020 "Perfect for fans of THRONE OF GLASS!" --Susan Dennard, NYT bestselling author On the day of her Presenting, in
front of the entire Byern Court, seventeen-year-old Cyrene Strohm's lifelong plans come to fruition when she's chosen for one of the most
prestigious positions in her homeland—an Affiliate to the Queen. Or so she thinks. When Cyrene receives a mysterious letter and an
unreadable book, she finds nothing is as it seems. Thrust into a world of dangerous political intrigue and deadly magic, Cyrene's position only
grows more treacherous when she finds herself drawn to the one man she can never have... King Edric himself. Cyrene must decide if love is
truly worth the price of freedom. Topics: free romance books, free romance novels, free young adult books, free young adult novels, free ya
novels, free ya books, free ya fantasy, high fantasy, fantasy series, free books for 2019, free books for adults, bestselling books, erotic CEO
story, hot read, sensual novel, edgy romance, strong female stories, hot guy, best selling author, K.A. Linde, ka linde, linde, dragons romance
ebook, top romance reads, fantasy romance, paranormal elements, magic, magical characters, action and adventure, young adult teen novel,
myths legends, witches, witchcraft, mage, witches and wizards, young adult, YA, YA magic, fantasy and magic, YA for adult women, elf magic,
elves, fay, fae, fairy, fairies, fae magic, magick, first free in series, free, free book, free series starter, ascension series, domina, bound,
consort, affiliate, fantasy, royals, empires, thrones, queens, ebooks, princes, princess, imperial courts, nobility, teen, epic reads, love, fairy
tales, crown, happily ever after, coming of age, engagement, kingdom, betrothed, swords, sorcery.
One is a Promise Mar 01 2020 "WOW, all I can say is I can't choose! Surprises kept coming, passion flowing, lust heating, all delivered with
gorgeous writing and a heroine I loved! 5 stars." ~ New York Times Bestselling Author, Pepper Winters One promise. One forever. One look
and I knew Cole was mine. My dark rebel in leather. My powerhouse of passion, devastating smiles, and impulsiveness. When his job sends
him overseas, he promises to return to me. A promise that's destroyed in the most irrevocable way. Two years later, an arrogant suit invades
my heartbroken loneliness. Clean-cut and stern, Trace is everything Cole wasn't. At first, he's a job that will rescue my dance company. But as
he intrudes on my life, our hostile relationship evolves. He knows I'm still in love with Cole, but his dedication is my undoing. Then a
catastrophic moment changes everything. Promises resurface. Lies entangle. And an impossible choice shatters my world. I love two men, and
I can only have one. Contains: love triangle, angst, suspense, music, dance, alpha, dominate, submissive, series, trilogy, romance
Never His Girl Jan 23 2022 West Golden-Football star. Playboy. Dead to me. Nothing puts the final bullet in a girl's rep like a leaked sex tape.
Especially one starring her and the cocky quarterback who's had it out for her since day one. Yep, you guessed it. That girl is me. At Cypress

Prep, West is king, but all I see when I look at him is the wicked prick who gets off on trying to break me. His plaything. Go ahead. Give him a
round of applause for winning that last round, but know this-hell hath no fury like a girl from the south side with a baseball bat. Hurt me
once, shame on you. Hurt me twice... over my dead body.
Trust in Me Nov 20 2021 It's Wait for You as you've never seen it. Trust in Me lets you in on Cam's side of the #1 New York Times bestselling
story. Cameron Hamilton is used to getting what he wants, especially when it comes to women. But when Avery Morgansten comes crashing
into his life—literally—he finally meets the one person who can resist his soulful baby blues. But Cam's not ready to give up. He can't get the
feisty and intriguing girl out of his head. Avery has secrets, secrets that keep her from admitting the feelings Cam knows she has for him.
Will persistence (and some delicious homemade cookies) help him break down her barriers and gain her trust? Or will he be shut out of
Avery's life, losing his first real shot at the kind of love that lasts forever?
A Lovely Obsession Oct 27 2019 My guardian angel is a devil in disguise.He hates me. He protects me.He watches me.My stalker is obsessed
with keeping me safe. He calls me his prettiest debt.An assassin in the notorious Bullet gang, he uses his empire to control my life.
Everything I know is a lie.What started as a debt turned into something more. What started as regret turned into obsession.Ambition is his
muse and I am his conscience. Our past may bind us together, but his enemies will tear us apart.My guardian angel is a devil in disguise.He
hates me. He protects me.And I think I love him.This is the Complete Debt of Passion Duet.
Just Like Fate Sep 18 2021 One decision changes everything in this Sliding Doors meets Anna and the French Kiss novel that explores split
realities of romance and family loyalties, “recommended for fans of Sara Zarr, Elizabeth Scott, and Maureen Johnson (School Library
Journal).” Caroline is at a crossroads. Her grandmother is sick and, like the rest of her family, Caroline’s been at Gram’s bedside since her
stroke. With the pressure building, all Caroline wants to do is escape—both her family and the reality of Gram’s failing health. So when
Caroline’s best friend offers to take her to a party one fateful Friday night, she must choose: stay by Gram’s side, or go to the party for a few
hours? The consequences of this one decision will split Caroline’s fate into two separate paths—and she is about to live them both.
Friendships are tested and family drama hits an all-new high as Caroline attempts to rebuild old relationships and even make a few new ones.
If she stays, her longtime crush, Joel, might finally notice her, but if she goes, Chris, the charming college boy, might prove to be everything
she’s ever wanted. Though there are two distinct ways for her fate to unfold, there is only one happy ending…
Biographical Books, 1876-1949 Sep 26 2019 "This book is a companion volume to Biographical books, 1950-1980, completing a
comprehensive one hundred and five year bibliography of biographical and autobiographical works published or distributed in the United
States"--Preface.
The History of the Parshall Family Jan 11 2021 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as
possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Silent Protector Feb 09 2021 Some secrets keep you safe… Adeline Rodriguez left her violent past behind, buried her secrets and started over
in Verona Bay. Now a successful co-owner in a local pet grooming business, she’s made a life for herself in this idyllic community, and has
real friends. Thanks to her past, the only thing she hasn’t mastered yet is a real relationship. And when circumstances lead her to finally let
her guard down with sexy Mac Collins, he completely ghosts her. Her first instinct is to close herself off again, but she decides to confront
him instead—and that fateful decision puts her directly in the crosshairs of a killer. Others can destroy you… Mac has wanted Adeline since
the moment they met, but she made it clear that she didn’t want a relationship. So he kept his distance. When they’re trapped together in a
remote cabin, things change between them. But Mac’s past has come back to haunt him, so he pushes her away to protect her. Unfortunately,
it’s already too late. Adeline is now a target too. To save her, Mac has no choice except to end the threat. Only then can he try to win over the
woman he can’t live without. But winning over the feisty Adeline might prove to be harder than stopping a killer. Verona Bay Series: Dark
Memento, #1 Deadly Past, #2 Silent Protector, #3 Author note: All books in the Verona Bay series may be read as stand-alones.
Only Her Jun 27 2022 Final book in the series! The dramatic conclusion to the story of Pearce and Rachel. After a tragic loss, Pearce has
been forced to go on with his life but he's done so without success. He's consumed with work and is neglecting Garret, the only remaining
piece of Rachel he has left. It isn't until Pearce is at risk of losing his son that he finally wakes up and begins to change back into the man he
used to be before she was gone. But part of him will never be the same. He'll never be completely whole without her. Rachel has been waiting
for years without a word from anyone, until one day, she finally receives a message. But not the one she wants. Despite this major setback,
she's determined to leave the place that was never supposed to be her home. She has a family. A life. And she refuses to give it up, even if it
means risking everything to get it back. Despite the years and distance between them, and all the people trying to keep them apart, their love
for each other remains. But it'll take more than love to bring them back together.
Unexpected Reality Nov 28 2019 Unexpectedly a single father of a newborn, Ridge must learn to navigate the life of single parenting, and
finding love with he least expects it.
The Gathering Jun 23 2019 'Comfortably mixing science, myth, and mystery, Armstrong creates a vivid world highlighted by appealing
characters. Fans and newcomers alike will be eager for more after Armstrong's story drives to its pulse-pounding climax.' - Publishers Weekly
'Armstrong begins her new series with a swift-paced start, creating memorable characters and interesting premises.' - Booklist The world
seemed to dip and darken and I smelled wet earth and thick musk and fresh blood. The wind whipped past, like I was running. Running so
fast the ground whizzed beneath me and the wind cut across my skin . . . Maya Delaney has always felt a close bond with nature. The woods
around her home are a much-loved sanctuary - and the pawprint birthmark on her hip feels like a sign that she belongs. But then strange and
terrible things begin to happen in the tiny medical-research town of Salmon Creek (population: 200). The captain of the swim team drowns
mysteriously in the middle of a calm lake. Mountain lions appear around Maya's home, and won't go away. Her best friend, Daniel, starts
experiencing 'bad vibes' about certain people and things. One of those people is Rafe - the new bad boy in town. What is he hiding - and why is
he suddenly so interested in Maya . . . ? The first in the sensational YA series from bestselling author Kelley Armstrong. Books by Kelley
Armstrong: Women of the Otherworld series Bitten Stolen Dime Store Magic Industrial Magic Haunted Broken No Humans Involved Personal
Demon Living with the Dead Frost Bitten Walking the Witch Spellbound Thirteen Nadia Stafford Exit Strategy Made to be Broken Wild
Justice Rockton City of the Lost A Darkness Absolute This Fallen Prey Watcher in the Woods Alone in the Wild Darkest Powers The
Summoning The Awakening The Reckoning Otherworld Tales Men of the Otherworld Tales of the Otherworld Otherworld Nights Otherworld
Secrets Otherworld Chills Darkness Rising The Gathering The Calling The Rising Cainsville Omens Visions Deceptions Betrayals Rituals
Becoming Us Dec 30 2019 Jade and Garret thought the robbery in their neighborhood had nothing to do with them, but the pieces are finally
starting to come together. Someone's been working behind the scenes, pulling the strings to determine Garret's fate. The timing couldn't be
worse. Jade and Garret are talking things out, becoming even closer, making plans for their future. Plans that might never happen. When
Garret finally learns the truth, he's left with an agonizing discovery about the past and an ultimatum regarding the future.
His Contract Bride Jun 03 2020 Edward Banks, Lord Watson has known most of his life that one day Regina Harris was to be his bride--but
somebody forgot to inform her... An avid academic and aspiring scientist, Edward is pleased to find that he won't have to bother with the
nonsense involved in courting a young lady. Young and naive, it doesn't take much for her social-climbing father to convince Regina the
gentleman she's to marry has requested her hand out of love, but devastates her when she learns the truth. Now, it's up to a gentleman who's
more comfortable in a conservatory than a drawing room to prove to Regina that she's more than just the proverbial sacrificial lamb that

helped gain her family their foot in Society's door and that he--if no other gentleman--is trustworthy. But he just might be the one doing the
learning as he'll be forced to acknowledge that sometimes the most combustible elements aren't the ones you control, but sometimes the
ones you don't.
The Leaving Oct 20 2021 Eleven years ago, six five-year-olds went missing without a trace. After all this time, the people left behind have
moved on, or tried to. Until today. Now five of those kids are back. They're sixteen, and they are ... fine. Scarlett comes home and finds a
mother she barely recognises, and doesn't really know who she's supposed to be, either. But she remembers Lucas. Lucas remembers
Scarlett, too, but they can't recall where they've been or what happened to them. Neither of them remember the sixth victim, Max. He doesn't
come back and everyone wants answers. Addictive and unforgettable, The Leaving seethes with rich characters, tense storytelling and high
stakes.
Kicking It Aug 18 2021 Featuring stories by SHANNON K. BUTCHER * RACHEL CAINE * LUCIENNE DIVER * CHRIS MARIE GREEN *
CHRISTINA HENRY * FAITH HUNTER * CHLOE NEILL * KALAYNA PRICE * ROB THURMAN New York Times bestselling author Rachel Caine
has modern-day potions witches Holly and Andrew facing off against a firebrand politician who wears literally killer boots in a Texas-sized
rodeo of trouble. Boot-loving Cadogan vampire Lindsey must team up with off-again, on-again vampire partner Luc when a woman from her
past is targeted by supernaturals in New York Times bestselling author Chloe Neill’s all-new adventure. And New York Times bestselling
author Rob Thurman features Trixa Iktomi from her Trickster series dealing with magical vengeance and magical footwear. Taking kick-ass
urban fantasy literally, USA Today bestselling authors Kalayna Price and Faith Hunter bring together the best of the genre to once again
prove when you’re fighting supernatural forces, it helps to keep your feet on the ground.
Punk 57 Apr 13 2021 From New York Times Bestselling Author, Penelope Douglas, comes the latest standalone love-hate romance... "We
were perfect together. Until we met." Misha I can't help but smile at the lyrics in her letter. She misses me. In fifth grade, my teacher set us
up with pen pals from a different school. Thinking I was a girl, with a name like Misha, the other teacher paired me up with her student,
Ryen. My teacher, believing Ryen was a boy like me, agreed. It didn't take long for us to figure out the mistake. And in no time at all, we were
arguing about everything. The best take-out pizza. Android vs. iPhone. Whether or not Eminem is the greatest rapper ever... And that was the
start. For the next seven years, it was us. Her letters are always on black paper with silver writing. Sometimes there's one a week or three in a
day, but I need them. She's the only one who keeps me on track, talks me down, and accepts everything I am. We only had three rules. No
social media, no phone numbers, no pictures. We had a good thing going. Why ruin it? Until I run across a photo of a girl online. Name's
Ryen, loves Gallo's pizza, and worships her iPhone. What are the chances? F*ck it. I need to meet her. I just don't expect to hate what I find.
Ryen He hasn't written in three months. Something's wrong. Did he die? Get arrested? Knowing Misha, neither would be a stretch. Without
him around, I'm going crazy. I need to know someone is listening. It's my own fault. I should've gotten his phone number or picture or
something. He could be gone forever. Or right under my nose, and I wouldn't even know it. *Punk 57 is a stand alone New Adult romance. It is
suitable for ages 18+.
The Dry Grass of August Dec 10 2020 In the segregated South, a young girl’s life is changed forever: “A beautifully written literary novel
[and] a real page-turner.” —Lee Smith, New York Times-bestselling author of Blue Marlin On a scorching day in August 1954, thirteen-yearold Jubie Watts leaves Charlotte, North Carolina, with her family for a Florida vacation. Crammed into the Packard along with Jubie are her
three siblings, her mother, and the family’s black maid, Mary Luther. For as long as Jubie can remember, Mary has been there—cooking,
cleaning, compensating for her father’s rages and her mother’s benign neglect, and loving Jubie unconditionally. Bright and curious, Jubie
takes note of the anti-integration signs they pass, and the racial tension that builds as they journey further south. But she could never have
predicted the shocking turn their trip will take. Now, in the wake of tragedy, Jubie must confront her parents’ failings and limitations, decide
where her own convictions lie, and make the tumultuous leap to independence . . . Infused with the intensity of a changing time, here is a
story of hope, heartbreak, and the love and courage that can transform us—from child to adult, from wounded to indomitable. “Taut,
thoughtful and complex.” —Publishers Weekly “A must-read for fans of The Help.” —Woman’s World “An ending so shocking and real it had
me in tears.” —Eleanor Brown, New York Times-bestselling author of The Weird Sisters
Sweatpants Season Aug 25 2019 "He has a big...smile. It was the first thing I noticed that day until he stood. His grey sweatpants hung off
his hips and I didn’t want to look. I really didn’t. I’m a feminist. I don’t believe in objectifying men. I don’t catcall men. I don’t ogle the bodies
of men. I don’t view men as objects of my affection rather than complex people with feelings, wants, and needs of their own. I don’t treat men
the way society often treats women. I treat men the way I want to be treated as a woman—with respect! So, when Carlos ran into me while I
was reviewing my interview questions in the park, it surprised me to see my photography classmate out of context. I was also surprised to see
as much of him as I did. It wasn’t just that it caught my eye. It was the fact that it held my attention. It wasn’t just that it was large. It was the
fact that it was visibly large. It wasn’t just that it was Carlos Richmond. It was the fact that I am Akila Bishara. And I am not seduced by
anything other than intelligent conversation, witty rapport, and meaningful actions.I am not seduced by a dick print. I am not. Seriously, I’m
not."--page [4] of cover.
Of Sea and Shadow Sep 06 2020 The Guild of Navigators has ruled the Aion Sea for centuries, using their fleet of mystical ships to collect
trade for the Aurelian Empire.Now the Emperor is dead.For Calder Marten, Captain of The Testament, the Emperor's death is not an end, but
an opportunity. He and his crew seek the legendary Heart of Nakothi, an artifact that could raise a second Emperor...and earn Calder a
fortune.But they're not the only ones who want the Heart.The Consultant's Guild, an ancient order of spies and assassins, will stop at nothing
to keep the world in chaos. They seek to destroy the Heart, and prevent the world from uniting under a single Emperor ever again.On the
seas, a man works to restore the dying Empire.In the shadows, a woman seeks to destroy it.Will you explore the seas here with Calder? Or will
you walk the shadows with Shera, in the parallel novel "Of Shadow and Sea"?
America's Sweetheart Apr 25 2022 Old flames burn bright. When a disgraced starlet returns home to lick her wounds, she discovers that her
high school sweetheart is just as tempting as ever. “No one writes big-hearted bad boys like Jessica Lemmon!”—New York Times bestselling
author Lori Foster Allison: When I left for California, I gave myself a new name and never looked back. Now my carefully crafted good-girl
image is getting torn to shreds in the press thanks to my Oscar-winning A-hole of an ex-boyfriend. So I escape to the only safe haven I know
and trust—my hometown—to take a breather while I plot my triumphant Hollywood comeback. However, when I arrive at my parents’ house,
Jackson Burke answers the door instead. And suddenly the past comes rushing back. . . . Jackson: First kiss. First time. First love. Yep, Allison
Murphy and I shared a lot of firsts back in the day. When she left, she took half my heart with her. Now she’s back in town, and even though I
swore I’d keep my distance, her parents hired me to remodel their house, and I’m going to finish the job. But one hot kiss later, suddenly the
press is calling us the next big celebrity couple. Sure, I’ll play the part, for Allison’s sake—but I refuse to let her close enough to break my
heart all over again. . . . Praise for America’s Sweetheart “Excellent contemporary romance—a second-chance love story that skillfully blends
lighthearted sweetness and gut-wrenching emotion.”—New York Times bestselling author Lauren Layne “From Hollywood to the heartland,
this sexy, poignant romance from Jessica Lemmon proves that you can go home again and rekindle your first love.”—Kate Meader, USA Today
bestselling author of the Laws of Attraction series “America’s Sweetheart is the perfect second-chance reunion! A dynamic combination of
sweet and sexy.”—USA Today bestselling author Jules Bennett “True love and steamy seduction, with a healthy dose of destiny, make this
latest entry a success.”—Library X-Press (starred review) Look for Jessica Lemmon’s standalone romances with heartfelt HEAs: FIGHTING
FOR DEVLIN | FORGOTTEN PROMISES | SHUT UP AND KISS ME | EYE CANDY | ARM CANDY | MAN CANDY | RUMOR HAS IT | AMERICA’S
SWEETHEART This ebook includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Twisted Feb 21 2022 Gritty and hard hitting, this is thoughtful teen fiction at its finest. Seventeen-year-old Tyler is the popular boy in high
school after years of being "the geek". But then Bethany - rich, blonde, beautiful - is the victim in a teenage sex scandal, and somehow Tyler
is the prime suspect. Can Tyler find a way out of the mess he's in?
Finding Us Sep 30 2022 After the events of last year, Jade and Garret are anxious to get a fresh start in a new town and a new college, far
away from the people who tried to tear them apart. But soon after moving, their relationship problems begin. Jade finds out Garret hasn't

been completely honest with her. And knowing he's been keeping secrets drives her back to old habits. Garret begins to worry when he sees
Jade reverting back to the girl he met last year and yet he continues to hide things from her, thinking it's for the best. Jade and Garret
thought they'd be safe in a small college town but they start to question their safety when a crime occurs in their neighborhood. And the
more they investigate it, the more suspicious it becomes. Was it just a random crime or were they the intended victims? It's a turbulent start
to their new life together. But this is just the beginning. More trouble lies ahead. They just don't know it yet.
Needing Her Nov 01 2022 Pearce Kensington. Age 25. Billionaire. Graduate of the Ivy League. Future CEO. Member of a powerful secret
society. His life is complicated. Dark. Lonely. Dangerous. So when he meets Rachel, a kind, sweet, beautiful grad student, he tells himself to
stay away. He's no good for her. And yet, she's good for him. A ray of light in his very dark world. She's everything he's ever wanted but didn't
think he could have. But being with her will bring her into his world. A world she doesn't belong in. A world he wants to escape. A world he'll
have to hide from her in order to keep her safe. He should let her go. But he can't. He loves her. He needs her. So he'll risk everything to be
with her.
The Troublemaker May 15 2021 They say Rafe Hunter is trouble with a capital T. I say—bring it on. As long as Trouble comes in a package as
delicious as Rafe’s, I’m ready to climb on his Harley and ride all night long—and I’m not just talking about his motorcycle. I can hide out until
the scandal with my evil ex blows over AND have a wild rebound at the same time. Besides, I’ve got no heart left to break. My ex made sure of
that. As long as Rafe and I keep our no-strings fling from our families, what can possibly go wrong? *** This is so damned wrong. I don’t do
drama, and this thing with Carrie Haverford has Bad News written all over it. After one red-hot kiss, I know I should cut and run. Instead I
take her home, take her in her car, take her to the beach and make her scream louder than the crashing waves. And then I take her so far into
my heart I don’t see how I’m ever going to let her go. They say the bigger and badder they are, the harder they fall. But when I fall for a girl
with third degree love burns, how can I convince her that fire is a good thing? This sexy Standalone romance will make you laugh, melt, and
fall madly in love. KEYWORDS: Bad Boy Romance, Bad Girl Romance, Second Chances, Alpha Male, Romantic Comedy, Heartwarming, Laugh
out Loud, Small Town, Wine Country, Romance, Family Life, Contemporary Romance, Friendship Books, Romance Marriage, Romance Drama,
Love Story Books, Books Love Stories, Baby Romance, Romance with Pregnancy, Family Saga Romance, Sweet and Sexy Romances, Enemies
to Lovers Romance, Contemporary Adult Romance, Drama Romance Books, Romance and Drama Books, Literature and Fiction,
Contemporary, Marriage, Family Life, Pregnancy, New Adult, Boy Next Door Romance, Lighthearted Romance, Light Romance,
Heartwarming, Family, Quick Read, Romance Fiction Books, Hot Guy, Love, Love Books, Kissing Books, Long Series, Long Romance Series,
Swoon, Loyalty, Love Story, Romance Love, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
Sisters of the Vine Dec 22 2021 Housewife and mother with a loving husband to take care of her - that's all Liz, a Fifties gal, ever wanted.
Over her father's objections, she drops out of college to marry Rick, who dreams of living off the land. They buy a farm on a verdant hillside in
the Hudson Valley, but can't agree on what to plant. When they discover French-American hybrid grapes, Liz is confident they'll be happy.
Grapes are classy. As the rich soil sinks into her soul and the vines begin to thrive, the marriage grows rocky. Refusing to disappoint her
father again, Liz is determined to make her marriage work . . . until she discovers a photograph hidden in the old barn. Faced with impossible
decisions, Liz is desperate. She has a vineyard ready to harvest and no idea how to accomplish the task. Does she have the moxie to flourish?
Or will she and the land turn fallow?
Broken Love Jul 17 2021 As a teen, Cade Crawford crushed on Palmer Montlake. Hard. But Palmer was his best friend’s little sister. And she
was definitely off-limits. As an adult, he was still in love with her. But he couldn’t act on it. Not only because of his best friend, but because
he now represented her. He was her talent agent. And Cade didn’t mix business with pleasure. But Palmer was always good at breaking the
rules. At least, Cade’s rules. When they finally got together, Palmer made him promise to keep their relationship a secret. He knew they
shouldn’t lie to their family and friends, but what could he do? He was in love. Like I want to marry this girl love. But their bliss was shortlived. During a heated argument over her next movie contract, they broke up. Palmer’s brother found out. And Cade’s face took a beating
because of it. Not only did Cade lose the love of his life that day, but he lost his best friend too. And he only had himself to blame. Six years
later, they all still hate each other. And Cade has done a good job of avoiding both his hurt feelings and Palmer over the years. Until recently.
The universe keeps throwing them together, and Palmer seems to be everywhere. When Cade catches the garter and Palmer catches the
bouquet at a wedding, sparks fly between them. Sparks that shouldn’t be there but definitely are. Is this Cade and Palmer’s second chance at
love? Or are they going to repeat the past, leaving them both with broken hearts and a broken love? Wedding, Romance, Contemporary
Romance, Second Chance Romance, Sports Romance, The Love Series, Steamy Romance, Broken Love, Steamy Romance Novels, Romance
Drama, Baseball Romance, Broken by Love, Sports Romance Books, Millionaire Romance, Romance Contemporary, Secret Romance,
Workplace Romance, Hollywood Romance, Second Chance Romance Books, Romantic Comedy Ebooks, Romantic Comedy Novels, Jillian Dodd
Broken Love, Broken Love Series, Romantic Comedy, Broken a Love Story, Broken Love Series, Broken Love Jillian Dodd, Second Chance at
Forever, Beyond Second Chances, Celebrity Romance Kindle Ebooks, Celebrity Romance, Romance Book with Celebrity, Hollywood Romance
Movie Star, Standalone Contemporary Romance, Contemporary Adult Romance, Coincidences Contemporary Romance, Romance Second
Chances, Wedding Romance, Secret Crush Romance, Secret Romance Novel, Second Chance at L, Drama Romance Books, Brothers Best
Friend Romance, Romance and Drama Books, Second Chance at Love, Steamy Romances, They Lived Happily Ever After, Happily Ever After
Book, Happily Ever After, Romantic Comedy Kindle, Love in the Workplace, Wealthy Romance, Broken Jillian Dodd, Books by Jillian Dodd,
Jillian Dodd, Jillian Dodd Broken, Jillian Dodd Love, Sagas, Contemporary Fiction, Literary Fiction, Literature and Fiction, Contemporary
Fiction, Literary Fiction, Literature and Fiction, Contemporary, Second Chance, Second Chances, Best Friend’s Little Sister, Best Friend’s
Little Sister Romance, Contemporary Romance, Sweet Romance, Modern Romance, Romance for Adults, Beach Reads, Sexy, Sizzling Reads,
Contemporary Crushes, Romance and Sex, Romance Fiction Books, Seduction, Contemporary Crush, Contemporary Romance and Sex, Series,
USA Today, USA Today Bestseller, Romance Series, Romance Books, Hot Guy, Love, Love Books, Kissing Books, Long Series, Long Romance
Series, Swoon, Loyalty, Rich, Serial, Story, Stories, Love Story, Romance Love
Forever You Aug 30 2022 Jade and Garret have a love story like no other. They've survived heartache, tragedy, and numerous forces trying to
tear them apart, but through it all they've developed a love that will endure forever. Now it's time to celebrate their love with a wedding. It's
summer break and as they await the big day, Jade and Garret are living together on a beach in California with their best friends Sean and
Harper right next door. But their lives aren't completely carefree. Trouble erupts within the Kensington family and certain people don't show
up at the wedding. An unexpected visit from someone in Garret's past causes stress for Jade and Garret. And planning the big event makes
Harper question her future with her boyfriend, Sean. It's a summer filled with fun, romance, love, and friendship mixed with a little family
drama and a touch of mystery. But most of all, it's a summer Jade and Garret will never forget and the perfect start to their new life together.
Note: This is a New Adult Romance novel and contains mature language and situations.
Defending Hayden Jul 25 2019 The Carolina Cougars keep fighting for love as the Second Chances series from bestselling author L. P. Dover
continues! In Defending Hayden, a damaged football star teams up with the only woman who can take the pain away. No one’s tougher than
Carolina Cougars linebacker Derek McLaughlin. But when a fatal car accident claims the life of his girlfriend, Derek finds himself caught in a
destructive spiral of drugs, alcohol, and meaningless sex. But not even a string of one-night stands can ease the hurt. Football is all he has
left. Then fate leads him back to the scene of the crash, and into the arms of a kind, gorgeous woman who sees past his façade to the man he
once was . . . and can be again. When a chance roadside encounter brings Derek into her life, veterinarian Hayden Hunter isn’t fooled by his
bad attitude: All bark and no bite, he’s hiding a wounded heart beneath that gruff demeanor. And Hayden wants to be the one to kiss it all
better. Soon they both find that a dose of passion is potent medicine. But when a hidden enemy lashes out at Hayden, Derek steps up to do
what he does best: put his body on the line in the name of love.
If It's Only Love Mar 25 2022 From New York Times bestseller Lexi Ryan comes a sexy new standalone romance in the bestselling Boys of
Jackson Harbor series. Meet single dad Easton Connor as he leaves the NFL and returns to Jackson Harbor to fight for another chance with
the love of his life. *** I don’t regret much. Not my decision to enter the NFL draft before finishing college. Not fighting for custody of my

daughter—even if, biologically speaking, it turns out she’s not mine. And certainly not seducing my buddy’s little sister ten years ago. But
when it comes to Shayleigh Jackson, my no-regrets attitude stops there. I screwed up royally where she’s concerned. Then I made another
mistake when I let her shut me out of her life. Now after more than a decade living in different time zones, I’m coming home to Jackson
Harbor. My first priority is keeping my daughter away from the media circus in Los Angeles, but the moment I see Shay, I know something
else brought me back here. Now I’ll stop at nothing to win her back. So what if she won’t speak to me? So what if she’s changed? So what if
she’s fallen for some douchebag professor? I’ve never gotten over her, and I know she feels the same about me. I’ve let her go twice. I won’t
make that mistake again. If It's Only Love and all other books in this series can be read as standalones, but you'll enjoy reading them
together. The Boys of Jackson Harbor 1 - The Wrong Kind of Love (Ethan’s story) 2 - Straight Up Love (Jake’s story) 3 - Dirty, Reckless Love
(Levi’s story) 4 - Wrapped in Love (Brayden’s story) 5 - Crazy for Your Love (Carter’s story) 6 - If It’s Only Love (Shay’s story)
The Vow Mar 13 2021 When three best friends come together for their sorority sister's tony wedding on New Year's Eve, they make a vow at
the stroke of midnight to get married within one year. As the three women embark on their search to find their soul mates, they navigate the
full-contact sport known as being a SSBFDLA (successful, single, black, female dating in L.A.) and negotiate the shark-infested waters of
making a name for themselves in Hollywood. Can Trista, the hyper-driven celebrity agent, find the time to schedule a meaningful romance?
Will Amaya, the sexy starlet, convince the married hip hop–label exec she has been seeing to leave his wife and slip a ring on her finger or will
the NBA star steal her heart in the final seconds? After undergoing a complete makeover, will Vivian, the jaded gossip columnist, win back
the father of her child? Set against the seductive backdrop of money, power, and sex, The Vow follows these women as they discover that their
desire to find a husband isn't as important as finding themselves.
Dirty Deeds Apr 01 2020 When the going gets tough, the tough get their hands dirty. Join NY Times Bestselling author Faith Hunter, USA
Today Bestselling author R.J. Blain, and National Bestselling authors Diana Pharaoh Francis and Devon Monk on a wild romp where the
damsels bring the distress and what can go wrong will go wrong. Venture into a thrilling spinoff tale from the world of Jane Yellowrock, join
vacationing gods in what appears to be a quiet, ordinary town, visit a supernatural hotel where the bedbugs could very well eat you, and dive
into the zany, deadly world of the Magical Romantic Comedy (with a body count) series. In this collection of all-new urban fantasy novellas
and other stories, no job is too big or too small-if the price is right.
Lights To My Siren May 03 2020 You’re The Lights... Sebastian had one rule. No women on the back of his bike. Period. The one time he
broke that rule, he killed the woman that was carrying his child. Then comes Baylee Roberts. She makes Sebastian want to break every single
rule he’d ever implemented. Hell, but she even makes him consider that dreaded H word. A helmet. To My... Baylee Roberts innocently walked
into her bathroom never expecting that she’d find a man in there. It is her bathroom after all, and she lives alone. From the instant he placed
his hat on her head to protect her from the sun, Baylee’s mind becomes filled with thoughts of a certain biker. She really shouldn't go there.
There’s no telling what kind of dangerous things he does for The Dixie Wardens MC. Siren... Nothing is ever as easy as it should be. Their
relationship’s one of them. Baylee’s brother is a cop. Baylee’s father is a cop. Which inevitably means that Baylee’s going to have certain
hang-ups about being with a man like himself. Sebastian has a lot on his plate with his busy job as a firefighter, a single father, and the vice
president of The Dixie Wardens MC. Not enough, though, to keep him away from Baylee. When a series of arsons rattle their hometown and
puts Sebastian’s life on the line, Baylee finally realizes the only fire Sebastian can’t put out is the one inside her heart.
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